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Executive Summary

This deliverable reports on the activities carried out during the first half of Task
T4.1. The main activity of Task T4.1 has been to to develop a methodology for
profiling and analyzing data-intensive applications for identifying opportunities
for exploiting data locality. This methodology has been used in WP5 to trace data
operations in ASPIDE use cases. From those data and the previous experience of
project partners, the dynamics of data movement and layout throughout the whole
storage I/O data path from the back-end storage up to the application has been traced
and studied to design mechanisms for exposing and exploiting data locality. Finally,
in this tasks, techniques for providing dynamic configurations of the I/O system
have been developed to enhance the data life-cycle by reflecting applications I/O
patterns and needs.

The placement of the deliverable is outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D4.1.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, it is projected that data storage and management is becoming one of the key
challenges in order to achieve Ultrascale computing for several reasons. First, data is
expected to grow exponentially in the coming years and this progression will imply
that disruptive technologies will be needed to store large amounts of data and more
importantly to access it in a timely manner. Second, the improvement of computing
elements and their scalability are shifting application execution from CPU bound
to I/O bound. This creates additional challenges for significantly improving the
access to data to keep with computation time, and thus avoid HPC from being
underutilized due to large periods of I/O activity. Third, the two initially separate
worlds of HPC that mainly consisted on one hand of simulations that are CPU bound
and on the other hand of analytics that mainly perform huge data scans to discover
information and are I/O bound, is blurring. Now, simulations and analytics need to
work cooperatively and share the same I/O infrastructure.

This challenge of data management is currently being addressed from many
different angles by a large international community, but there are three main concepts
in which there is a wide agreement:

• First, data abstractions need to change given that traditional parallel file
systems are failing on adapting to the new needs of applications and especially
to their scalability characteristics. For this reason, abstractions such as object
stores or key-values are positioning themselves in the lead to become the
new storage containers. Examples such as Dynamo, BigTable or Cassandra,
among others, are being used by companies like Facebook or Twitter that
need to manage and process incredibly huge amounts of data.

• Second, data needs to be replicated in order to both become resilient to errors
in the vast amount of hardware needed to store it and to offer fast enough
access to it. Unfortunately, this replication implies significant overheads in
both the space needed and the access/modification time of the data, which
were the original challenges.

• Third, the use of HPC is becoming more necessary than ever in order to be
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able to analyze the huge amount of data that is generated everywhere (i.e.
smart cities, cars, open data, etc.), thus traditional HPC systems cannot be
the only ones used to analyze this data because they are scarce and very
expensive to use. For this reason, cloud environments are becoming closer to
HPC in performance and cheaper to use taking an active role in solving HPC
problems of standard users.

As a result, we need to provide support for I/O data-throughput and resilience
capabilities in Exascale systems.

The purpose of this deliverable is to study the state of the art in data-intensive
solutions for HPC and to define the methodologies and mechanisms that will be
provided in the ASPIDE project. It reflect the initial design efforts made in "T4.1
Predictive and adaptive data layout strategies". This tasks aims to:

• Develop a methodology for profiling and analyzing data-intensive systems
for identifying opportunities for exploiting data locality;

• Design and develop techniques for providing dynamic configurations of the
I/O system; and

• Develop predictive and adaptive data layout strategies.

The report includes four more sections. Section 2 shows a study on de state of
the art. Section 3 summarizes the major requirements of ASPIDE use cases. Section
4 shows the methodology for profiling and analyzing data-intensive systems to be
used in ASPIDE. Section 5 presents the techniques foreseen for providing dynamic
configurations of the I/O system. Section 6 study different solutions to provide
predictive and adaptive data layout strategies in Exascale systems. Finally, Section
7 presents the major conclusions of this deliverable.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

There exists prior research in the topics presented in this deliverable related to data
management problems in large-scale distributed systems. In this section, we discuss
the work related to profiling applications I/O, data movement and layout of the I/O
stack, and the I/O system configuration for HPC and Big data systems.

2.1 Methodology for profiling and analyzing applications
I/O

Developing and tuning computational science applications to run on extreme scale
systems are increasingly complicated processes. Efficient execution of large-scale
scientific applications requires high-performance computing systems designed to
meet the I/O requirements. Challenges such as managing memory access, tuning
message-passing behavior, and optimizing IO operations are made easier by tools
designed specifically to aid in these processes. However, system monitoring for
large-scale HPC platforms is a difficult task, which becomes more and more chal-
lenging as the scale and complexity of the infrastructure increases. Nagios [1]
is an open source solution for monitoring networks of hosts and services. It is a
well known framework to gather monitoring information in large-scale systems.
However, Nagios is not designed for HPC systems, thus its scalability in large-scale
platforms is unclear. From a technological point of view, monitoring information
in HPC systems has been addressed through many approaches and tools. One
example of this is Ganglia [2], which is one of the most used monitoring tools
for HPC systems. Collectd [3], a daemon which collects system (and application)
performance metrics and provides mechanisms to store the values in a different
ways.

Traditionally, the global monitoring of the HPC infrastructures has been done by
system administrators. However, as the HPC infrastructure scales are continuously
growing, there is an increasing need for scalable high-performance monitoring
libraries that can be used by system software and library developers for imple-
menting adaptive algorithms in the face of increasing probability of congestion and
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failure. LDMS [4] provides a distributed metric service that can be used for online
monitoring. However, LDMS is currently a research effort, and this kind of library
is not available on the current platforms. The CIFTS infrastructure [5] provides a
fault-tolerant backplane for global dissemination of fault information.

Exascale requires new techniques, such as sub-optimal period scheduling [6],
and usage of HPC system statistics, as TACC Stats in [7], to improve the system
utilization. The Argo [8] and Hobbes [9] projects investigate operating systems
and run times for future Exascale systems. They both use a global information
bus for the dissemination of runtime information about events such as faults or
congestion to a hierarchy of enclaves (logical partitions of the system into groups
of nodes). Co-scheduling of CPU and memory intensive applications in the same
node using monitoring information has been proposed in [10] to improve energy
efficiency and overall throughput of a supercomputer. A different alternative are
Tetris [11] and LoTES [12], that consider constraints in CPU, memory, disk, and
network bandwidth for packing tasks and improving the cluster efficiency.

Many I/O- and data-intensive scientific applications use parallel I/O software to
access files in high performance. On modern parallel machines, the I/O software
consists of several layers, including high-level libraries such as Parallel netCDF and
HDF, middleware such as MPI-IO, and low-level POSIX interface supported by
the file systems. For the I/O software developers, ensuring data flow is important
among these software layers with performance close to the hardware limits. This
task requires understanding the design of individual libraries and the characteristics
of data flow among them.

The problems is that the monitors described previously are generic and they not
allow to monitor I/O operations in detail. I/O instrumentation at the application
and system level is required to know the application I/O behaviour at runtime. This
problem is well known in HPC development, as shown by the works developed
by Reed [13], Chien [14] and Ross [15] to understand the behaviour of HPC
applications in the first parallel I/O system. Paradyn [16] was one of the first
tools for measuring the performance of large-scale parallel programs. Pablo I/O
Instrumentation [17] was a popular tool developed to capture I/O traces of HPC
applications in supercomputers.

More recently, new tools have been developed to provide I/O traces of parallel
applications in extreme-scale systems. HPCT-IO [18] was a tool used to make
application level I/O tracing on Blue Gene systems, and IOT [19] to characterize the
I/O behavior of scientific applications on the Cray XT. A large scale characterization
of Petascale I/O workloads is shown in [20], where the Darshan I/O characterization
tool [21] was used to capture an accurate picture of application I/O behavior,
including properties such as patterns of access within files, with the minimum
possible overhead.

In spite of the former solutions, tools that can help users better understand the
behavior of their application with respect to I/O have not yet reached the level
of utility necessary to play a central role in application development and tuning.
As a result, developers have a poor understanding of how specific applications
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interact with storage and they are not able to optimize the I/O performance of
the applications. This problem have been worsened with the advent of Big Data
and data-intensive applications, that moves system demands to the I/O system of
extreme-scale systems, that has become a bottleneck for many types of applications
nowadays. In [22] Varma et. al. identify various bottlenecks that appear when
running multiple Docker containers and the implication to networking. Although
the problems are identified, the authors do not propose any solutions for solving or
at least partially solving them.

Efficient I/O instrumentation methodologies and tools are required in Exascale
systems to enable researchers to gain greater insight into the overall patterns of
access exhibited by their applications and to help the storage community to un-
derstand how to best serve current computational science applications and better
predict the needs of future applications. The methodology to be used should be able
to make static (postmorten) and dynamic (runtime) analysis of the application’s
I/O behaviour, and the tools should be able to produce I/O traces for I/O intensive
jobs with negligible overhead. To achieve this it is necessary to instrumenting the
application (statically or dynamically) and automatically controlling this instrumen-
tation in search of performance problems. IOPin [23] is a runtime tool for profiling
of parallel I/O in extreme-scale HPC systems that allows dynamic performance
visualization and analysis for parallel I/O. Reports shows an overhead of 7% of
the application execution time. Luu [24] proposed Recorder, a tracing framework
following a multi-level approach for understanding I/O activity in HPC applications.
Another example is Radar [25], a partial data replication system based on datatype-
and collective-aware I/O access patterns, via MPI-IO tracing, that captures both the
layout of the data (eg, row-major vs. column-major) and the physical layout (eg,
distribution on parallel filesystems). Lee et al. [26] proposed the dynamic probe
class library API for large-scale systems, extended by DynInst. Finally, IOPro [27]
provides a parallel I/O profiling and visualization framework for high-performance
storage systems that automatically generates an instrumented I/O stack, runs appli-
cations on it, and visualizes detailed statistics based on the user-specified metrics of
interest.

2.2 Data Movement and Layout of the I/O Stack

One of the existing challenges in the design of High Performance Computing (HPC)
infrastructures is to efficiently balance the computational and storage I/O resources
of the platform [28]. This balance depends on the interaction between the hardware
resources, the system software stack, and the executing applications. In general,
this interaction is difficult to tackle because of the complexity of the components
and the dynamic nature of a HPC platform that executes different applications with
distinct characteristics. Currently, there are not existing solutions that completely
address this problem [29]. On the one hand, HPC is mostly based on the data
processed and generated by scientific applications. Data are typically stored in
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high-performance parallel file systems (such as Lustre [30] and GPFS [31]) for
future processing and verification (checkpointing). On the other hand, the analysis
of large datasets mainly depends on infrastructures where storage and computation
resources are not completely decoupled, as in the case of HDFS [32]. For instance,
job schedulers are based mostly on a static resource allocation, where storage I/O is
mainly unscheduled. Related with locality-aware storage specifically designed for
workflow engines, Costa et al. [33] proposed using the file attributes of MosaStore
to provide communication between the workflow engine and the file system by
using hints. The workflow engine can provide these hints directly to the file system
or the file system can infer patterns by analyzing data accesses. The MosaStore
approach is based on a centralized metadata server that could become a bottleneck
in Exascale systems, which can cause poor resource utilization resulting in delayed
execution, prolonged waiting time, and low system throughput.

Thus, two major issues have to be faced in Exascale systems: data locality and
dynamic deployment of I/O nodes to optimize the data layout (elasticity).

Data locality is a major issue for reducing data movement and thus execution
time, increasing the possibility to satisfy deadlines. To achieve this objective,
several solutions have been presented. Hadoop uses the MapReduce paradigm [34]
to provide a data-aware programming model that facilitate the exploitation of data
locality and achieve better scalability. Processes or virtual machines are offloaded
over nodes where data have been spread on HDFS to avoid the data transfer required
before and after computation. Wang et al. [35] proposes a model called Bottleneck-
Aware Allocation (BBA) that provides a new definition of fairness for allocation of
multiple resources. Feng et. al [36] proposes a solution for monitoring MapReduce
applications. Their approach decouples the application from the HDFS system and
traces I/O calls in Hadoop without API interference, avoiding high performance
overhead. More recent solutions, such as Spark [37] or Tachyon [38], have recently
shown two fundamental basis: first, the importance of in-memory storage and data
locality for improving performance in data-intensive applications, and second, the
necessity of taking advantage of the new high-speed network technologies in I/O
operations.

Data locality-aware techniques and in-memory storage are becoming more and
more important, in order to avoid these problems. Solutions like Tachyon [39],
have shown the importance of data locality and in-memory storage for improving
performance in data-intensive applications. Chiu et al. [40] evaluated the effects of
reducing the data transfers through the use of a cooperative cache. In this work we
demonstrate that our in-memory cache solution also reduces applications production
costs compared with the Amazon S3 storage system. Yuan et al. [41] presented a
novel intermediate data storage strategy for reducing the cost of the scientific cloud
workflow. This strategy is based on the automatic store of the most appropriate
intermediate datasets. In [42], the same authors proposed a dataset storage cost
model for managing the intermediate data in a scientific cloud-aware workflow
systems. Our approach differs from this one by considering both application and
hardware characteristics. Finally, another solution that addresses QoS in storage
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systems is QoSC [43]. The authors propose a data placement policy based on the
QoS of the HDFS’s DataNodes. A DataNode with high QoS has a heavy weight
than that of a light one when the DataNode selection policy is enforced. In our
proposal, QoS of a storage node is determined by both cache capacity and access
hit ratio.

In the HPC world, elasticity of the I/O subsystem is still mostly lacking, not
allowing a dynamic deployment of I/O nodes to optimize the data layout in the I/O
stack to porivide in-situ and in-transit data processing techniques. One solution
is provided in AHPIOS [44], where a light-weight ad-hoc parallel I/O system is
presented. This system includes elastic partitions that are able to scale up and down
with the number of storage resources. Other solution is IKAROS [45], that permits
to dynamically create clusters of storage nodes per job including both local and
remote storage resources, based on the application characteristics. In the context of
cloud computing, some solutions for elasticity in I/O have been proposed such as
SpringFS [46] as well as solutions based on the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [47, 48]. Nonetheless, by and large, existing malleability solutions [49–54]
are mostly confined to the elasticity of compute and memory allocations.

However, on current large-scale HPC platforms one of the main hurdles to
performance optimization is that storage I/O performance is unpredictable [55],
mainly due in some cases to the fact that the I/O accesses to the storage hierarchy
are typically not scheduled. As shared file systems are currently reaching their
scalability limit under increasing parallelisms and data requirements, in situ and
in-transit locality exploitation has become key for pushing the scalability beyond
the current level. Aspects currently addressed include data staging [56], in situ
and intransit data analysis and visualization [57], publish-subscribe paradigms for
coupling large-scale analytics [28], and flexible analytics placement tools [29].
These techniques require coordination between the data staging and the data con-
sumers in the data path. In most of these approaches the control is embedded in the
frameworks, and designing novel coordination approaches is complex

In previous work, UC3M presented CLARISSE [58] is a middleware for enhanc-
ing I/O flow coordination and control in the HPC I/O stack software. CLARISSE
decouples the policy, control, and data layers of the I/O stack software in order
to simplify the task of globally coordinating the parallel I/O on large-scale HPC
platforms. The control plane of CLARISSE is a programmable publish/subscribe
framework that can be used for developing centralized or decentralized control
systems. CLARISSE was the first middleware that decoupled the policy, control,
and data layers of software I/O stack in order to simplify the task of globally coor-
dinating the data staging on large-scale HPC platforms. CLARISSE exposes the
parallel data flows from a supercomputer to a higher-level hierarchy of controllers,
thereby opening up the possibility of developing novel cross-layer optimizations,
based on the runtime information. In comparison, today?s MPI-IO implementation
does not use information such as network and server load in order to adapt the
data paths for avoiding congestion or ensuring resilience, which can be used for
designing system-wide data staging optimizations. This tool is complementary
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to Hercules [59, 60], a distributed in-memory storage solution that has two main
objectives. First, it takes advantage of the scalability capabilities of distributed
in-memory storage systems in order to avoid the bandwidth limits of the cloud
and HPC storage solutions offered by the providers. Second, Hercules provides
data placement information to locality-aware schedulers, allowing to increase data
locality in HPC and cloud systems. Additionally, custom data placements can be
applied depending on the characteristics of the system. This solution consists of
two levels: a client-side library on top of a workflow engine and I/O nodes. The
layered design of the client-side library has allowed us to easily implement the
same functionality for different key-value stores deployed in the back-end servers.
Memcached [61] and Redis [62] versions of Hercules have been implemented by
adding plug-ins, providing also easy portability to future systems.

2.3 I/O system configuration for HPC and Big data sys-
tems

Convergence between high-performance computing (HPC) and Big Data is now an
established research area that has spawned new research topics such as data-intensive
scientific computing, high-performance data analytics, and hybrid platforms and
infrastructures based on virtualization techniques and novel storage hierarchies.
In particular, there is a growing demand for data analysis and visualization in
HPC as scientists face new challenges caused by voluminous output that must be
processed rapidly [63]. Therefore, industry-wide consortia, as ETP4HPC [64], and
the international scientific HPC community [65] have recognized new opportunities
in unifying the platform layer and data abstractions for both HPC and Big Data,
such as providing transparent data distribution and caching, increasing productivity,
automatically supporting high-level Big Data libraries and algorithms (e.g. GraphX,
Streaming, MLlib), inheriting data awareness and fault-tolerance, and achieving
performance and scalability from the computing platforms.

In this context, exploiting Big Data frameworks for scientific computing is an
opportunity to incorporate existing high-level libraries and algorithms for machine
learning, graph processing, and streaming, thereby inheriting their data aware-
ness and fault-tolerance mechanisms while increasing programmer productivity.
Nonetheless, Big Data and HPC frameworks today remain largely incompatible,
despite the growing research in this field, because no solution combines sufficient
generality with high performance, in order to be widely adopted. Programming
models and the software development tools are not entirely compatible and require
enhancements and redesign [66]. Chaimov et al. [67] have also shown that trying to
mix both models out-of-the-box generates memory overheads and poor scalability
in a HPC environment. Fox et al. presented in [68] a framework named HPC-
ABDS, which detected points for possible integration, but also identified problems
with workflow systems, data transport, and file management layers. Yildiz and
Ibrahim [69] identified the disparity between collocated and distributed storage
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architectures in Big Data and HPC systems, respectively, as contributing to degraded
performance when running Big Data applications on HPC systems.

Previous work [70] has studied combining traditional HPC and cloud-based
approaches with Big Data analytics paradigms, in the context of scientific ensemble
workflows. A comparison of a representative MPI-based iterative workflow from
the hydrology domain (EnKF-HGS) with its equivalent implementation in Spark
showed large memory requirements and low communication throughput between
the processes in the case of Spark, which is mainly due to the shuffle phase needed
to perform large-scale reductions. This observation was confirmed by related
work [71], which underlines several reasons for low shuffle performance (explosion
of files, high I/O contention, TTL cleaner overhead) and proposes optimizations to
address them. The need to lower memory requirements and improve load balancing
during the shuffle phase was also emphasized by [72]. In this work, the authors
propose a novel shuffle algorithm based on advanced strategies to select the source
of shuffle blocks and plan the data transfers.

Coping with Big Data is a challenge in Exascale systems, and it is clearly agreed
that traditional file sytems will not solve this problem. Thus, alternatives have
been proposed in the literature. Several works [73, 74] analyze the applicability of
blobs (binary large objects) and object storage systems to solve the problems with
POSIX-IO-compliant file systems and as a mechanism to replace distributed file
systems. Sherish et al. recently showed in [75] how Big Data tools can be used
for HEP data analysis because extremely large HEP datasets can be represented
and held in memory across the system and accessed interactively by encoding an
analysis using the high-level programming abstractions in Spark.

However, Big Data frameworks, like Spark, presents features that would be
desirable for Exascale systems. Being initially inspired by the Map-Reduce model,
Spark supports extended functionality and operates primarily in memory by means
of its core data abstraction: the resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [76]. An RDD
is a read-only, resilient collection of objects partitioned across multiple nodes that
holds provenance information (lineage) and can be rebuilt in case of failures by
partial recomputation from ancestor RDDs. An RDD can be created in several ways:
implicit partitioning of an input file stored in the underlying distributed file system,
by explicit partitioning of a native collection (e.g. array), or by operating on already
existing RDDs. The attractiveness of this models have lead to the alprearnce of
several proposals in the HPC world to provide the MapReduce paradigm. Wang et
al. [77] proposed a MapReduce-like framework to execute data analytics algorithms
online alongside computational simulations (in situ analytics) in time-sharing or
space-sharing modes. The framework, called Smart, uses both MPI and OpenMP to
parallelize tasks over distributed and shared memory. A more recent MapReduce
framework over MPI is Mimir [78]. It includes a redesign of the execution model
with optimization techniques to increase performance and to reduce memory usage,
thus increasing scalability to allow significantly larger problems to be executed.
Another variant is FT-MRMPI [79], an extension to provide a fault tolerant MapRe-
duce framework on MPI for HPC clusters. The experimental results on a 256-node
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HPC cluster showed that FT-MRMPI effectively masks failures and reduces job
completion time. An approach was proposed in [80], where the authors proposed
an event-driven pipeline and in-memory shuffle using DataMPI-Iteration, which
provided overlapping of computation and communication for iterative big data
computing and showed a speedup of 9X - 21X over Apache Hadoop
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Chapter 3

Requirements of the use cases

In the ASPIDE project four data intensive use-cases are used as target applications
on which to experiment the scientific solutions that will be developed in the project.
The data management requirements of use cases have been presented in Deliveralbe
5.1 "Requirements" of the project.

WP 4 is aimed to provide data management procedures that are suitable for use
cases and that must ensure that use case requirements and goals are incorporated into
the design, validation, and evaluation of the ASPIDE data management architecture
and functionality.

This section shows a summary of the use case requirements related to data
management.

3.1 Functional requirements

Functional requirements describe the functionality of a system. Here we describe
the functional requirements of the use cases that have been collected by the question-
naire related to data managment. Those requirements specify the behavior expected
of use cases and their results.

• Data of use cases must be stored as regular text files or using JSON format
and in one use case data are stored in HBase tables.

• The data types to be managed are text, images, real numbers.

• Data streaming must be devised, at least for one use case.

• Data volume to be stored and processed is large, from tens GB to a few TBs.

• Statements/functions are needed to access data in secondary storage and move
it to main memory.

• Checkpointing mechanisms are needed for saving the application state.

• Some use cases must be able to analyze chunk of data.
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• Programming constructs and/or APIs should be integrated with existing lan-
guages/libraries.

• The use cases must run on large-scale systems composed of hundred to
thousands cores.

• HDFS, GPFS and RAID/SSD must be used for data storage.

• Program monitoring solutions at run time are needed to monitor CPU cores,
RAM and disks.

3.2 Non-functional requirements

Non-functional requirements describe the operation of a system, rather than its
behaviour. Here we describe the main non-functional requirements affecting data
management behaviour as obtained from the use cases. Most of them are obtained
from the KPIs specification:

• The system must simplify and reduce software development time on large-
and extreme-scale systems.

• The system will enable the execution over different high performance com-
puting platforms.

• Use-case execution time must be reduced by half (this should hold for similar
extreme-data applications on HPC systems).
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Chapter 4

Methodology for profiling and
analyzing data-intensive
applications

One of the existing challenges in the design of High Performance Computing (HPC)
infrastructures is to efficiently balance the computational and storage I/O resources
of the platform [28]. This balance depends on the interaction between the hardware
resources, the system software stack, and the executing applications. In general,
this interaction is difficult to tackle because of the components complexity and the
dynamic nature of a HPC platform that executes different applications with distinct
characteristics.

Currently, there exist no solutions that completely address these problems [29].
For instance, job schedulers are based mostly on a static resource allocation, where
storage I/O is mainly unscheduled causing poor resource utilization. As a conse-
quence execution is delayed, prolonged waiting times, and low system throughput.

Exascale reaching imposes a high automation level on HPC supercomputers
[81, 82]. Improving application IO performance while scaling next generation
supercomputer requires to :

• develop a methodology for profiling and analyzing data-intensive systems

• design and develop techniques for providing dynamic configurations of the
I/O system

• develop predictive and adaptive data layout strategies

In Figure 4.1, ASPIDE project proposes a methodology that tries to tackle
the aforementioned problems. The proposed methodology should answer those
requirements, and provide configurations strategies of the I/O system that will allow
to enhance the whole data life-cycle. Several approaches can be envisioned to tackle
the problematic of configurations:
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• An offline static predictive configuration is suitable in average for all applica-
tions profiles. The runtime instrumentation data is used offline for comparing
the behavior of jobs, analyze various runs with different profiles of a chosen
application to identify I/O acceleration opportunities and then trigger the con-
figuration of I/O accelerators. This model is efficient, but lack in flexibility,
because it works by analogy from the knowledge of cold I/O application
profiles to infer on coarse grain application classes, and cannot be adapted to
specific application parametrization needs.

• An online dynamic configuration approach will monitor and adapt online
the configuration to provide an optimal performance at any moment of the
execution of the jobs. This strategy allows the variation of its configuration
via an online analysis providing more adaptation to different applications
areas. However, this approach requires a lot of computational resource to
perform all this monitoring and adaptation on-line. The temporal overhead
during the execution will have a negative impact on both, the performance
of the analyzed application, and the used physical resources (memory, CPU,
etc.). As a consequence, this approach could lead to mitigate the potential
performance gain.

One can view this methodology as a collection of steps as follows:

1. Application instrumented with I/O probes.

2. Application execution. If I/O configuration hints are presents, they are used
to initialize (init) the application.

3. Starting I/O static and dynamic monitoring, which are sent to logs.

4. I/O controller analysis of I/O traces. Application I/O scheduler is applied for
I/O optimizations.

5. After execution, traces are analysed to extract the best I/O configuration for
next execution.

A solution facing trade-off between online and offline approaches is developed.
This method is based on the injection at runtime of a model derived from an offline
analysis using the results of previous similar execution conditions. Thus, it has a
negligible impact on the application execution, compared to the dynamic method,
and it permits to consider the known application using the offline static predictive
configuration method, furthermore the injected parametrization is performed dy-
namically from the offline insights. Nevertheless, it needs a very fine analysis of the
previous executions and the extraction of the most representative characteristics of
the application to construct the abstract model of the I/O profiles.

Next sections describe the process applied for static and dynamic analysis of an
application I/O using tools developed by consortium members.
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Figure 4.1: Methodology for profiling and analyzing data-intensive applications.

4.1 Offline static predictive configuration

To determine before the launch of an HPC job the best static configuration of the
execution context of the application (e.g. the I/O accelerator parametrization) we
need to intercept the job submission, and using the meta-data searching all the
past related runs matching the job description. From this knowledge of the past,
proposing the best configuration that should be used to improve the execution time
of the submitted job, and then launching the job. The data collected during this
new run will feed the knowledge of the job behavior to make a loop converging
iteratively toward an optimal configuration of the I/O configuration for this job
family [83].

Since it is not possible to model the performance/accelerator parameters rela-
tionship of a job a priori (i.e. without launching several runs of a job), the proposed
method is based on the observation, a posteriori, of the performance of a set of runs
of the same job family (i.e. jobs with same fixed metadata than the ones submitted),
see step 2 in 4.2. If this set of runs used different accelerator parameterizations, then
it describes sparsely the space of the parameters of this job family.

Nevertheless, some outliers (e.g. runs that aborted during their executions) can
distort the performance value/parameters relationship, because the performance of
these runs is not representative of the real behavior of the job. While being optional,
the step 3 in 4.2 aims to detect potential outliers using clustering methods. This
discrimination of non-relevant runs is based on the analysis of the mismatch of
the IO timing behavior of the runs. If this step is not used steps 3 and 4 in 4.2 are
identical, and provide a set of relevant runs for the inference step.

The inference step aims to propose a parameterization at the step 5 of the 4.2.
The principle is to take advantage of the past runs of jobs from the same family to
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Figure 4.2: The self-optimize loop proposed to converge globally to optimal values
for parametrization

predict the best parameterization that should be used to launch the current job. The
more runs with different parameterizations are collected, the more the variation of
the performance in the parameters space is representative of the whole continuous
space for the considered job family. That is why the proposed method is based on a
loop, to explore efficiently (i.e. with the minimal number of needed runs) this space
of parameters and find the optimal accelerator parameterization.

The research of the optimal solution of the parameterization is, then, an iterative
process [84], where each iteration will feed the method to enrich the knowledge
of the characteristics of the family (i.e. the performance/accelerator parameters
relationship). Indeed, in step 6 of 4.2, the job is finally launched with the inferred
parameterization. If few runs from the same job family were available in the
database, the knowledge of the relationship performance/accelerator parameters
should probably be too sparse to infer the best parameterization (i.e. the global
optimal). However, the inferred solution will improve the performance of the run,
and will improve the space of parameter coverage with a new entry.

At each iteration, the proposed parameterization is used to launch the submitted
job. This new run of the job is in turn instrumented and the data collected feed the
database, improving the knowledge of the performance value of this job according to
parameter variations. This loop permits to explore efficiently the space of parameters,
performing a continuous improvement process and converging towards the global
optimum.
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4.2 Online dynamic I/O configuration I/O

To solve this problem of static resource allocation and to influence the system
at runtime, we propose a new strategy for improving the system performance
based on I/O instrumentation and runtime analysis to achieve a closer cooperation
between the I/O software stack, the scheduler, and the running applications. This
is implemented using a cross-layer solution that includes a unified monitoring of
the application’s computational and I/O demands, an application scheduler, an I/O
scheduler, and several strategies based on the coordinated use of I/O scheduling and
application malleability. Figure 4.3 shows the structure and process of the runtime
I/O instrumentation proposed.

Figure 4.3: IO Instrumentation Architecture for Runtime.

The functionalities are integrated in a single framework, FlexMPI, providing
new algorithms and policies for the coordinated execution of different applications.
The framework provides a cross-layer runtime for the I/O software stack aiming to
facilitate global I/O system monitoring and to provide performance optimizations.
It also extends the functionalities of the MPI library by providing dynamic load bal-
ancing and malleability capabilities to MPI applications. The proposed framework
performs three different actions:

• To monitor the executing applications.

• To take decisions for enhancing the system performance.

• To apply these decisions by means of control mechanisms.

The applications are traced by the monitoring modules provided. These mod-
ules send the data to an external controller that gathers monitoring data from all
applications executed in the system considering the CPU, communication, and
I/O performance. The information gathered is analyzed in the controller to detect
I/O interferences. We define an I/O interference (or interference) as multiple I/O
operations (performed by different applications) competing for the same resources
(I/O servers) at the same time. Note that because of the large amount of potential
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traffic involved in the I/O operations, I/O interferences may produce bottlenecks in
the I/O software stack. Traces are stored temporarily in-memory (in-situ) and then
logged to secondary storage, to make it available also for post-mortem analysis.

The second action (enhancing the system performance) includes the applications
of optimizations in the controller to improve the system performance following
two different approaches. The first one, aims to reduce the number of I/O inter-
ferences between two executing applications by combining malleability and I/O
scheduling techniques. The second approach, aims to enhance the overall system
performance by selectively assigning the platform’s unused computational resources
to the executing applications by means of malleability. The criteria for distributing
the resources are based on the application characteristics, including the application
I/O intensity levels.

Finally, the third action is responsible for sending control commands to the
application’s runtimes in order to increase/decrease the number of processes and
scheduling the I/O phases based on the actions required by the optimization con-
trollers.

4.3 HPC and Big Data I/O Profiling

From the description above, the ASPIDE IO Instrumentation system is naturally
good for dynamic analysis of the IO behavior of HPC jobs including data-intensive
loads.

The ASPIDE IO Instrumentation focuses on the collection of several main IO
metric types, available for each compute node:

• IO sizes

• IO durations

• number of processes performing IOs

• files processed (created, deleted, read and/or write accessed)

Because all of these IO metrics are collected for each compute node, it permits
to observe the data processing distribution over the part of the cluster used by
the application. The memory bounded nodes and the compute bounded ones are
revealed from a such analysis, highlighting homogeneities or heterogeneities in
the data distribution. Likewise, the storage requirements related to each node are
deduced from these IO metrics, giving some insight on the data locality profile for
each analysed application.

Moreover, The ASPIDE IO Instrumentation allows to study information per
application during run-time, providing a more detailed pattern of the input/output
patterns at the application level while the applications are executing, which allows to
influence the scheduling of the applications to optimize I/O and to reduce makespan
of the applications. Several main IO metric types, are available for each application:
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• Environment-related header:

– Program name, used id, start time, environment variables

– Node list

• Performance-related traces (for each I/O operation):

– Time stamp

– Number of processes

– I/O Type: read, write, collective, non-collective.

– Duration

– Data volume

• Global information traces (for each I/O operation):

– Access type: shared/exclusive

– Number of applications performing I/O at the same time

4.3.1 Big Data I/O Profiling

When dealing with Big Data based data intensive application profiling we need to
take into account the underlying software stack (represented by supporting services)
on which these are based on run on. At the beginning of this chapter there are several
steps which make up an overall methodology for profiling an application is given.
These steps are in broad terms applicable to Big Data frameworks. In the following
paragraphs we briefly describe which supporting services and metrics add to the
idiosyncrasies of profiling data intensive applications on Big Data frameworks.

In the case of Big Data frameworks there are several underlying supporting
services which have to run in order for any job or application to be successfully
executed. All currently mainstream Big Data frameworks have a metrics system
integrated in them which can be configured to export health and performance related
metrics. This metric system can be configured before runtime and used to specify
not only what type of metrics should be exported for each node but also the polling
periods. Metrics are usually grouped into contexts, largely based on what supporting
services are being monitored. Also some, like Hadoop and Spark, have a specialized
optional component called a history server which holds course grained monitoring
information about any jobs that have been executed. The data from history servers
usually contain job start and end times, number of successful, failed and pending
jobs as well as number of map and reduce tasks queued, running, completed and
failed.

From the point of view of I/O and Hadoop there are two types of important
supporting services and their metrics.

The first supporting service is the DataNode which is a multiple instance server
part of HDFS. The number of DataNodes depends on the Hadoop deployment and
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Metric Name Description

BytesWritten Total number of bytes written to DataNode

BytesRead Total number of blocks written to DataNode

BlocksWritten Total number of blocks read from DataNode

BlocksRead Total number of blocks read from DataNode

BlocksReplicated Total number of blocks replicated

BlocksRemoved Total number of blocks removed

BlocksCached Total number of blocks cached

ReadsFromLocalClient Total number of read operations from local client

ReadsFromRemoteClient Total number of read,operations from remote,client

WritesFromLocalClient Total number of write,operations from local,client

ReadBlockOpAvgTime Average time of read,operations in milliseconds

WriteBlockOpAvgTime Average time of write,operations in milliseconds

CopyBlockOpAvgTime Average time of block copy,operations in,milliseconds

PacketAckRoundTripTimeNanosAvgTime
Average time from ack send to receive minus

the downstream ack time in nanoseconds

FlushNanosAvgTime Average flush time in nanoseconds

FsyncNanosAvgTime Average fsync time in nanoseconds

SendDataPacketBlockedOnNetworkNanosAvgTime Average waiting time of sending packets in nanoseconds

SendDataPacketTransferNanosAvgTime Average transfer time of sending packets in nanoseconds

Table 4.1: DataNode I/O metrics

storage system, but typically all processing nodes have one of these services running.
They store and maintain data blocks, handle reading and writing requests as well as
any other block operation, like replication. In the case of the DataNode the pertinent
metrics for I/O are shown in Table 4.1. It is important to mention that not all metrics
are listed, there are also metrics which count the number of I/O operations.

The second supporting service is the NodeManager which usually is deployed
on the same compute nodes as the DataNode. Its main function is to run tasks
in accordance with the ResouceManager. It manages task/container life cycle as
well as metrics related to CPU and memory usage. Both the NodeManager and
ResourceManager have JVM specific metrics which from the point of view of I/O
might be relevant.

One important feature of Hadoop when it comes to I/O is that it uses data
locality to optimize job execution near the location of used data. There are three
main types of data locality based on the concept of racks:

• Data local data locality where data is located where the mapper process is.
This is the most desirable scenario as the data is very near the process using
it.

• Intra-Rack data locality means that the DataNode which contains the data
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required cannot execute the desired process so it is moved to a node on the
same rack (near) as the data

• Inter-Rack data locality is the least desirable scenario on which a particular
process cannot be scheduled on the same rack as the data.

Spark is also a well known Big Data platform. The main difference between
Hadoop and Spark is that the latter processes everything in memory. It can be
used in conjunction with Hadoop by utilizing YARN as a scheduler and HDFS as
a distributed data source. Because of that, if a developer desires to profile Spark
applications they require also the DataNode and NodeManager metrics in addition
to Spark related metrics. Spark also has a series of roles. We have Spark driver
which declare the transformations and actions on RDDs (Resilient Distributed
Dataset) used by all applications. The resulting RDD graph is sent the Spark Master
which then creates tasks that are executed by Spark executors.

The metrics system from Spark is inspired by the metrics system from Hadoop.
There are different data sinks which can be activated before running any application
and latter collected and stored. In contrast to Hadoop metrics, Spark metrics are
only available for the duration of the application execution. The metrics which can
be exported related to I/O are similar to Hadoop. That is, JVM metrics for both
Spark drivers and executors, memory utilization, read and writes both the quantity
and the number of operations and processing times. Spark also posses a Web UI1

which enables developers to see not a near real-time view of task execution, but also
the graphical representation of the executed DAG timeline. Spark also is able to
be executed/scheduled with data locality in mind, at least if it is run in conjunction
with Hadoop. The available localities are; process local, node local, rack local, any
and no reference.

When it comes to runtime analysis of I/O, Hadoop and Spark are pretty straight
forward to collect metrics from. Once the monitoring data sinks are correctly
configured we can collect all the desired I/O related metrics. This linked with what
is described in 4.1. In this case the scheduler YARN already is instrumented so job
submission interception is not required the same way it is in the case of HPC jobs.
The fact that Spark usually runs on top of Hadoop and YARN handles scheduling
greatly simplifies things.

The difficult part is the creation of a cross section of all of the supporting
services (in some cases both Spark and Hadoop) which are used by an application
in order to create the application profile needed for I/O optimization. Moreover, it
is usually not as simple as concatenating metrics from each supporting service, but
rather a joining based on the timestamps for each available metric. This joining is
made more difficult due to the differences that might occur in polling periods for
metrics. The resulting time-series will contain all of the metrics collected at a given
timestamp across the entire system. This is analogous to step 3 described at the
beginning of this chapter. Once the data is formatted in this manner we can start

1https://spark.apache.org/docs/1.6.0/monitoring.html
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looking towards crating an application profile and detecting I/O patterns. The work
done in workpackage 3 in particular tasks T3.3 and T3.4 will have great impact
on how analysis can be done. In particular the Event Detection Engine (EDE),
detailed in D3.3, can be used to execute this analysis. It is based on the work done
during in [85]. The analysis methods are largely based on clustering and anomaly
detection techniques such as IsolationForest, DBScan. It is widely accepted that
supervised training techniques give a much better result but they require the creation
of a training set which has to be validated. This makes them extremely impractical.
We should mention than because anomaly detection techniques are based around
extremely unbalanced dataset which lends itself to the creation of training datasets
as usually only anomalous instances need to be labeled. It is easy to see that this can
be easily mapped to step 5 presented at the beginning of this chapter. Requiring an
iterative training and optimization approach. I/O performance can be then optimized
using the patterns identified from the monitored data similarly how it is described in
sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Arguably Spark is much better suited for online or runtime analysis of the I/O
than Hadoop which is mainly analyzed post mortem with tools such as Apache
Vaidya 2. The EDE is designed to support both online and offline analysis. Online
analysis will be carried with a combination of pre trained predictive and clustering
models together with a simple rule set. Both the clusterer and predictive models
can be trained using offline, historical data. This post-mortem data can also be
used to analyze application traces. The monitored data from Big Data applications
contain also labels which represent status changes of data intensive applications.
This data allows us to run sequential and temporal analysis of the I/O performance
of a application.

2https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r1.2.1/vaidya.html
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Chapter 5

Techniques for dynamic
configuration of the I/O system

Data storage and management is a major concern for Exascale systems, as the
increased scale of the systems and the data demand from the applications leads to
major I/O overheads that are actually hampering the performance of the applications
themselves. MPI has proposed asynchronous I/O operations to allow overlapping
I/O and computation, but this feature does not reduce the latency of the system,
which is inherent in the length of the I/O path. To this end, there is a major trend
towards increasing data locality to avoid data movements?a data-centric paradigm.

However, for several years, I/O-intensive HPC has been primarily based on
distributed object-based filesystems that separate data from metadata management
and allow each client to communicate in parallel directly with multiple storage
servers. In this scenario, data are stored in high-performance monolithic parallel file
systems (such as Lustre and GPFS) for future processing and verification, but those
file systems mainly depends on infrastructures where, both storage and computation,
resources are completely decoupled and are configured statically when the computer
is built. This weakness creates a semantic gap between the application requests and
the way they are managed at the block level by the storage back-end.

The increasing volume of scientific data and the limited scalability and perfor-
mance of storage systems are currently presenting a significant limitation for the
productivity of the scientific workflows running on both high-performance com-
puting (HPC) and cloud platforms. Exascale I/O raises the throughput and storage
capacity requirements by several orders of magnitude, therefore we need to develop
methods that can manage the network and storage resources accordingly. Clearly, a
better integration of storage systems and workflow engines is needed to address this
problem.

Two major challenges have been identified to face the data problem in Exas-
cale: processing data in-situ (specially for temporal data) and allowing a dynamic
configuration of the I/O system that can fit the needs of each application.

In ASPIDE we propose to face this problem using co-design techniques to
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leverage the I/O system with the applications to solve the former challenges. The
idea is to deploy two levels of storage, as shown in Figure 5.1:

• Local Storage System (LSS), deployed dynamically for an application.

• Global Storage System (GSS), deployed statically in the Exascale system.

Figure 5.1: Two levels storage system.

The features of each system are shown in the next section.

5.1 Local Storage System

The LSS is thought as an in-memory storage system that provides a scalable parallel
I/O system that is deployed for each application to dynamically manage and scale
distributed partitions in a convenient way. LSS follows the ideas of AHPIOS (Ad-
Hoc Parallel I/O system for MPI applications) [86], that allowed MPI applications
to create dynamically elastic data partitions as they conveniently scale up and
down with the number of resources. However, AHPIOS was only tailored for MPI
applications, even if a POSIX interface was also available. This feature is needed for
sure in Exascale systems, but not only if we want to face data-intensive applications.

In-memory storage is still not very popular in Supercomputers, beyond the block
caches proposed by some file systems as Lustre. However, in the last years, they
have become very popular in other areas, like Big Data, where we can find examples
as Memcached [87] or Redis [88]. Both offer the available RAM on multiple servers
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as a single memory space and both uses a distributed hash table to spare the blocks
across the memory system offering a key-value type interface. Compared with
Memcached, Redis has several advantages. First, it allows persistent storage (e.g.,
disk). Two persistence techniques are available by default: point-in-time snapshots
of a dataset at specified intervals and a log-structure approach for write operations.
Second, Redis applies memory reduction techniques. Third, it offers features such
as replication and high-availability clustering. However, those systems are though to
make small transactions mostly and are thought mostly for independent processes,
which is not the case in an Exascale system.

In ASPIDE we propose to deploy the LSS as an evolution of the Hercules
system [89] to create a hierarchical parallel storage system based on distributed
memory for large scale systems. Hercules is a key-value distributed in-memory
store based on existing distributed shared-memory back-end solutions, such as
Memcached or Redis. However, Hercules was initially designed for large-scale
HPC systems as a stackable in-memory store with persistence support.

The Hercules architecture is shown in Figure 5.2. Hercules can be deployed
statically or dynamically with the applications, which should be its main usage
mode. Whenever an application is deployed, a Hercules client is deployed per node.
Application processes can be linked with the client library using several interfaces
(key-value, POSIX, MPI, ...) on worker nodes and provides information to Hercules
about tasks and data. The client library leverages a NoSQL database client library
for accessing data and metadata from Hercules I/O nodes (in the image, REDIS is
proposed). The client library offers a file abstraction on top of a put/get interface
and manages both data and metadata. In-memory storage it is not mandatory to
create a LSS deployment. For example, using local SSD or HDD partitions, or the
Expand Parallel File System [90], local data could also be persistent.

Figure 5.2: Hercules layered software architecture.
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Hercules has the following features :

• Scalability, which is achieved by fully distributing data and metadata infor-
mation among all the available nodes, avoiding the bottlenecks produced by
centralized metadata servers. Data and metadata placement is completely
calculated at client-side by a hashing algorithm. The servers are completely
stateless.

• Usability, user-level deployment at worker-side, provided by a POSIX-like
user-level interface in addition to the classic put/get approach existing in
current NoSQL databases. This approach supports legacy applications with
minimum changes. Servers can also be deployed without root privileges.

• Performance, by using main memory for temporal storage y exploiting I/O
parallelism at server-side.

• Elasticity, by the capacity of dynamically deploying as many Hercules nodes
as necessary leveraging of as many compute nodes as possible for I/O nodes.
The combination of both approaches results on each node being accessed
independently, multiplying the total throughput peak performance.

• Data locality, by providing locality-aware data placement and locality discov-
ery functionalities for the schedulers.

• Adaptability, by supporting various storage systems (key-value, POSIX, MPI,
...) at the back end.

Given an application accessing files through the IO interface and a set of dis-
tributed storage resources, Hercules structs a distributed partition on demand, which
can be accessed transparently and efficiently. Data objects stored in one HERCULES
partition are transparently striped over back-end storage servers, each partition be-
ing managed by a set of back-end servers running together as an independent MPI
application. Hercules provides several I/O interfaces to the applications, as shown
in Figure 5.3:

• Key-value interface, following the programming model developed in ASPIDE
any object can be stored in Hercules, as far a pair (key, value) is provided.
Data is read with get and written with put operations.

• POSIX interface. The POSIX-like interface offers POSIX syntax (open, read,
write, lseek, close) but with different semantics. In single-process operations
it is POSIX-compliant (partial read/writes, random accesses, etc.); however,
in concurrent operations performed over the same file it does not support
Unix consistency. However, this interface does efficiently support common
workflow operations such as sequentially writing a whole file and sequentially
reading a whole file, and it supports futures based on external information
from workflow engines about the termination of a task.
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• MPI-IO interface, which is implemented on top of the POSIX-like interface. It
allows parallel applications to share the parallel I/O access to a file distributed
over Hercules servers.

Figure 5.3: Hercules Application Programming Interface.

A Hercules file is mapped to a set of blocks that can be distributed to the servers
of an abstract put/get store The key will be used as the classical address of a block
device, and the data contained in the block will be stored as the value associated
to this specific key, as shown in Figure 5.4. This approach turns unnecessary the
classical approach of storing the address of every block contained in a file into its
metadata structure. Instead of this approach, the address (key) of every block related
with an specific file can be calculated com pletely client-side, minimizing metadata
accesses and size. By default the block distribution of a file relies on the custom
hashing of the concrete put/get store. In ASPIDE new scheme file data may be
distributed based on a policy chosen by the application creator (round-robin, hash,
random, subfiles, etc.), storing the location value on metadata only for the root block
to avoid overheads. This approach allows one to control the data placement in order
to improve the load balance or move data to the code. The file metadata is distributed
over the servers by consistently hashing a key and contain information about data
placement. Both data and metadata are stored at the servers of the key-value store.
Hercules currently supports a flat namespace. This approach is not likely to cause a
bottleneck, given that Hercules is designed to be used as an intermediary store for
one application or workflow.

Hercules proposes two collective I/O strategies, which leverage a two-tiered
cooperative in-memory stores in order to exploit the spatial locality of data-intensive
parallel applications. The file access latency is hidden from the applications through
an asynchronous data staging strategy. The two-tiered cooperative levels scale with
both the number of processors and storage resources. The client tier runs along with
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Figure 5.4: Hercules file mapping.

the application processes and hence scales with the number of application processes.
The server tier runs at the I/O server level and, therefore, scales with the number
of global storage devices. Hercules has the ability to leverage multiple back-end
data stores, as it can run atop Memcached, Redis, Lustre, a POSIX file file or a
customized object-store. Connection with the GSS is made in those back-end data
stores by flushing data to the persistent storage system in large chunks to optimize
the I/O bandwidth of devices and to avoid operations with metadata.

Depending on the system deployment, the I/O nodes of Hercules can be remote
or local, as shown in Figure 5.5. In the first configuration worker nodes and I/O
nodes do not share the same physical node, and all accesses result in a network
transfer. In the second one, when worker nodes and I/O nodes share physical nodes,
locality-aware task placement can avoid the need for network transfer. Anyway, one
local store will be deployed by client node and application, to allow applications
processes to share data easily, which can alleviate patterns such as pipelines. Based
on this convenience, applications can read input data and write results in the per-
sistent shared storage, while performing any other access over temporary data files
using Hercules. If data are stored in the Hercules back-end server launched on the
same compute node where the application is running, the access will be carried out
locally. Any other intermediary data access will be performed remotely over the
high-performance network that interconnects the compute nodes infrastructure.

Figure 5.5: Hercules systems deployment.
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Back-end servers receive the requests and serves the data, managing the access
to the persistent storage or next level of the hierarchy when necessary. Thus, I/O
nodes are critical in Hercules as they allow to implement in-transit policies, data
read-ahead, congestion control for I/O operations, scalable metadata indexing, data
sieving, etc. Flushing polices can also be defined, such as delayed write, temporized,
etc.

Hercules I/O nodes could be deployed purely in-memory, NVRAM, hybrid
NVRAM/HD, or they can be connected to solid-state burst buffers to absorb peaks
of load [91]. We have extended the existing features of in-memory stores by
introducing a Persistence Manager layer that is in charge of storing these items,
before becoming unrecoverable, by moving them to any of the available Generic
Persistence Plugins (GPP). Those plugins link the I/O nodes with the GSS clients to
store data in the backend storage system.

Hercules also offers the possibility of using another layer of Hercules back-ends
as target for evicted items, resulting in a hierarchical structure and allowing the
deployment of I/O infrastructures with multiple cache levels. Thus, the system
offers the possibility to be structured hierarchically. The objective of this approach is
to offer as much flexibility as possible. Whenever it is possible to deploy the system
with every node at the same cache level, it can be done resulting in optimal latency.
If the topology of the network is not optimum for this kind of deployment (e.g.,
different bandwidth/latency in different segments of the network), the deployment
can be done exploiting the characteristics of the network. Any number of nodes
can be deployed in each one of the hierarchy levels and any number of hierarchy
levels can be used in the architecture. As the number of levels deployed increases,
the latency to access to the back-end layer is higher. However, the objective is to
reduce the impact of slow access latency using the top-level caching nodes, while
asynchronously flushing items to lower levels of the cache, being imperceptible by
the clients.

5.2 Global Storage System

The GSS provides access to actual storage resources. Instead of LSS, GSS is the
storage system of the supercomputer and it is usually static. ASPIDE GSS can
support parallel/distributed file systems, like Lustre, GPFS or POSIX file systems,
but can also provide access to object store systems, or Big data storage as HDFS.
This facility is provided by creating connectors in the I/O nodes of the LSS, in a
similar way to MPI-ADIO, by providing the Generic Persistence Plugins (GPP).

The GPP layer transfers evicted items to another level of the hierarchy or to any
kind of storage sub-system, such as parallel file-systems based storage solutions,
like Lustre, a distributed file system, like HDFS, a local file system, or even a
NoSQL database for private systems. In case of using a persistent file system, data
blocks are stored as a regular file. For totally local deployments, metadata can be
stored in a NoSQL-based database.
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How can the I/O nodes distinguish the file system to be used? Because of
the storage object identifier received from the application. For example, if an
application uses files from HDFS, the name will include "hdfs/". This way, each
object belonging to this file will be tagged as HDFS and sent to the appropriate
storage nodes.

5.2.1 Dynamic Reconfiguration

For some select backend files systems GSS aims to provide dynamic I/O reconfigu-
ration based on already available profiling information, particularly on postmortem
profiling data and runtime information..

Our overall aims are to modify data placement constraints of the underlying
file-system (if supported) in order to better fit the I/O application requirements.

In the case of GPFS FPO [92] file-systems we aim to provide support for
run-time modifications of various configuration options:

• Configurations related to the GPFS FPO. (File Placement Optimizer) exposed
by the GPFS Shared Nothing. Architecture.

• Run-time changes of data placement options specified using data placement
policies.

As we can see in Figure 5.6 the dynamic storage reconfiguration component is
an integral part of GSS.

The main advantage of this approach is that we can adapt the underlying GPFS
file-system to the application needs as long as the data can be matched using GPFS
file placement rules.
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Figure 5.6: Dynamic Backend Storage Reconfiguration.

This approach is particularity useful for backend file-systems like GPFS due
to its support for Shared Nothing Architecture, particularly for supporting the
specification of write affinity attributes.
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By modifying file placement attributes the GSS can move data between vari-
ous storage pools according to application requirements (eg. migrating from low
speed disk based storage to more fast SSD based storage), changing replication
information.

Another approach would be the support of object-stores backends, that ASPIDE
aims to support, and it needs to provide I/O reconfiguration based on the bespoken
profiling information or run-time analysis. Using this information, ASPIDE must
adapt the configuration of the object-store backend to support specific requirements
in terms of I/O performances.

For document-object stores ASPIDE will support MongoDB [?] as a distributed
backend for JSON files, highly requested in ASPIDE use cases. MongoDB exposes
the data using modern HTTP-like or socket-based interfaces. To integrate this
technology, more related to distributed computing, into an exascale processing
environment ASPIDE LSS will wrap the original interface into a POSIX-compatible
interface as a Hercules plugin. The document-objects will be then exposed as file
systems objects for data manipulation.

Figure 5.7: Dynamic Storage Reconfiguration for Document-Store Backend

For this I/O deployment we aim to support dynamic reconfiguration based
on the requirements issued by profiling analysis (static configuration) or runtime
analysis which can trigger various optimisation requests (online configuration).
For the proposed document store solution, we aim to provide support for run-time
modifications and data placement policies:

• configuration related to data segmentation in order to speed up data access;

• sharding policies optimisation to comply with the I/O requirements of the
run-time;

• data chunks migration based on data locality policies;
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With this approach we enable document-object backends to be seemless inte-
grated into exascale environments and to comply with I/O performance indicators by
tuning various configuration parameters. This approach can be extended to support
different other NoSQL storage tehnologies if other use cases might require it or by
any other means such a technology has to be supported.
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Chapter 6

Dynamics of data movement and
data locality techniques

Given the current demands of data processing, two different problems arise: the
existing storage abstractions present a simplistic approach or these solutions are
not designed to cope with Exascale and Big Data environments. One of the most
accepted solutions for addressing this problem is to allocate data where the compu-
tation occurs by increasing data locality and I/O infrastructure scalability.

6.1 Data locality techniques

With the increasing popularity of data-intensive applications, data locality is becom-
ing more and more important, especially in those environments with bottlenecks
produced by insufficient network capabilities. Unfortunately, there is a lack of
solutions that facilitate this task in the HPC world. Solutions such as Hadoop
MapReduce and Spark [93] permit workflow processing to adapt the location of the
data. However, the method employed offers a very restrictive solution and can only
be used with a limited set of scenarios. Other solutions like Active Storage [94]
offers computation forwarding to hard drives, releasing the CPU of I/O related tasks.
This solution eliminates the need of data movement in main memory. Nevertheless,
Active Storage is limited to a small set of predefined access patterns.

In ASPIDE, we propose two techniques for exposing and exploiting data locality
detailed in the following subsections: a new file mapping designed for locality-aware
scenarios and new API functions for advanced data placement and data placement
discovery (forced placement file creation and data placement lookup functions,
respectively).

6.1.1 Locality-enabling file mapping

The default file mapping described in previous chapter is designed for optimizing the
most common scenarios, where evenly distributed data leads to evenly distributed
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load balance, which is translated in better performance for parallel accesses where
different applications can retrieve data from different I/O nodes in parallel. However,
there are some cases that can be affected by the already presented approach of
splitting every file into different I/O nodes. In scenarios where I/O nodes are
co-located with applications running on the same machine, data-locality can be
exploited. When all the data needed by an application is stored in the I/O node
running on the same machine, every I/O operation is performed locally, greatly
improving the I/O performance. The design of the proposed locality-aware data
placement is based on this scenario.

In order to fully co-locate data and computation, the first step targeted is to store
all the data related to a specific file in the same I/O node. The proposed design
is based on the previously described approach, but adding some tweaks to both
the Hercules library and the put/get client library used for the in-memory store.
Metadata distribution approach remains untouched but, a new metadata field is
added containing the ID of the server where all the data blocks that are part of this
file are going to be stored. The key associated with each block is redesigned for
containing a unique ID leading to an specific I/O node (SERVER_ID or SRV_ID).
If this SERVER_ID is set, the target I/O node is directly known and every I/O
operation will be performed over this specific I/O node. In case of finding this field
unset, the default behavior prevail. This new approach inherits all the benefits of
fully distributing metadata objects while enabling the possibility of exposing and
exploiting data locality.

6.1.2 Locality-enabling data placement functions

We propose to implement two new functions especially designed for locality-aware
scenarios.

Lookup function used for data-placement discovery. When called giving the
name of a file by parameter, this function returns the identifier of the I/O node
containing the data associated with this file. This function working together with a
locality-aware work scheduler can co-locate compute tasks in the nodes where the
data are stored, achieving better data locality and improving performance.

Custom data placement function used for custom data distribution. During
the creation of a file, an specific I/O node can be selected for storing the data
associated with this file. The easiest approach is to be hinted by the user and/or
application, but it can also be dynamically generated based on the characteristics of
the workload and/or the underlying infrastructure: current load on I/O nodes, current
capacity of I/O nodes, characteristics of the data access patterns, characteristics of
the application, data locality, etc.

The new file mapping policy combined with the discovery and customization
for data placement, brings a new variety of possibilities for exposing and exploiting
data locality in scenarios with locality-aware task schedulers, enabling the capability
of co-locating computation and data.
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Figure 6.1: Proposed architecture deployed on a HPC cluster.

6.2 Dynamics of data movement

Data-intensive applications are exposing more and more bottlenecks in classical
approaches for HPC I/O architectures, especially due to the contention produced
during peak I/O loads. This contention can be produced by a single application using
several nodes performing data accesses concurrently or by multiple applications
generating noise in the shared file system. This section addresses the feasibility
analysis of deploying our generic I/O architecture in a tightly coupled High Per-
formance Computing (HPC) infrastructure to address the performance bottleneck
posed by the limited scalability of shared file systems for data-intensive applications.
in ASPIDE, we propose to use Hercules as an alternative to classical shared parallel
file systems, currently deployed over HPC infrastructures.

Classical HPC systems are composed by compute resources and I/O nodes
completely decoupled. Figure 6.1 depicts an example of deployment in a HPC
cluster, with Hercules back-end servers co-located with applications in the compute
nodes of the cluster. Based on this approach, the available I/O nodes can scale with
the number of compute nodes performing concurrent data accesses and avoiding
the bottleneck of current parallel file systems. In extreme cases, our solution could
also be provided over the I/O nodes of the parallel file system, taking advantage of
the available resources (usually the I/O infrastructure counts with a great amount of
RAM and independent high-performance network).

Left and right sides of Figure 6.1 show a close-up of the components running
on both compute and I/O nodes, respectively. Should be noted how applications
can perform I/O operations over Hercules and over the shared parallel file system
at the same time. Based on this convenience, applications can read input data and
write results in the persistent shared storage, while performing any other access
over temporary data files using Hercules. If data are stored in the Hercules back-
end server launched on the same compute node where the application is running,
the access will be carried out locally. Any other intermediary data access will
be performed remotely over the high-performance network that interconnects the
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compute nodes infrastructure.
For achieving server scalability, Hercules servers are deployed on-demand on

every application node (one instance per node, not per process or task) before the
application is started. The main advantage of this approach is that the total memory
scales with the number of worker nodes and it is available to applications as a
cooperative distributed cache. In contrast, the shared file system suffers from two
main problems. First, the client caches are non-cooperative. When the locality
is not exploited, the exchange of data between tasks happens through file system
server caches. Second, there is a limited amount of cache at a fixed number of
file servers. Thus the access performance is likely to degrade with a substantial
increase in the number of processes/tasks as a result of contention caused by both
metadata accesses (large number of files) and data accesses (larger data volume).
Nevertheless, this omnipresence of servers on every application node allows each
client to potentially benefit from having data stored locally on the same node, as
discussed below.

Hercules naturally offers data access scalability by distributing data of interme-
diary files over all servers. For metadata scalability our new solution employs two
approaches. First, data management is decoupled from the metadata management:
data, and metadata are stored separately in distinct objects. Optionally, the file data
can be associated with the file metadata through a pointer stored in the metadata.
Second, the metadata is distributed over all servers. For each file the metadata object
is assigned to a server based on algorithmic-hashing using the file name as key.

Data accesses performed over Hercules backends can be local when the data
are co-located in the same node or remote if the data are stored in other Hercules
server. Locality is specially important when workflow engines are used to deploy
works with data dependencies. For enabling locality exploitation by workflow
engines running on top of Hercules, we leverage the omnipresence of servers on all
application nodes and the separation of data and metadata management discussed
above. For exposing and exploiting data locality, we offer two Hercules API calls:

• int get_rank(filename) a function that returns the rank corresponding
to a server where a given file is cached if the file exists

• void set_rank(filename, rank) a function that enforces a future file
to be created at a server running on a node with given rank

These functions map directly with the lookup and forced placement file cre-
ation functions introduced in previous chapter. The get_rank function allows
a workflow engine to locate a file. This information can be used for scheduling a
task close to the data. The set_rank function allows placing the data on a given
server based on user-specified criteria. This function can be used to control the load
or capacity balance of a Hercules server or application node. These functions rely
on looking up the file metadata at a server identified by hashing the file name and
getting or setting the metadata accordingly.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

One of the major problems of Exascale systems will be to provide high-performance
and reliable support for I/O, storage and data-throughput, and resilience capabilities.
This deliverable reports on the activities performed during Task T4.1. The general
goal of this task inside the ASPIDE project is to provide strategies to enhance
application’s data locality by using dynamic I/O configurations by restructuring the
I/O stack functionalities and by providing predictive and adaptive data allocation
strategies. Those strategies are lead by the data requirements of the use cases of
the ASPIDE project, studied in Deliverable D5.1, which have been summarized
in Section 3 of this deliverable, and by an extensive study of the state of the art,
presented in Section 2.

The document contains the methodology proposed for profiling and analysing
data-intensive applications to study the data movement and layout and to identify
the opportunities for exploiting data locality. The proposed methodology for I/O in-
strumentation is based in two main stages: An off-line static predictive configuration
tool and an online dynamic I/O monitoring tool. Both are suitable for all application
profiles: HPC and Big Data. In the first case, the runtime instrumentation data
is used off-line for comparing the behaviour of jobs, analyse various runs with
different profiles of a chosen application to identify I/O acceleration opportunities
and then trigger the con- figuration of I/O accelerators. The online tool will monitor
and adapt the I/O configuration in runtime to provide an optimal performance at any
moment of the execution of the jobs.

This document also describes the storage architecture proposed in the ASPIDE
project to face the problem of providing dynamic configurations of the I/O system,
which will allow to enhance the whole data life-cycle by reflecting applications I/O
pattern. We propose using co-design techniques to leverage the I/O system with
the applications to solve the former challenges. The aim is to deploy two levels
of storage subsystems: Local Storage System (LSS), deployed dynamically for an
application and Global Storage System (GSS), deployed statically in the Exascale
system. Using this structure, I/O stack functionalities can be adapted depending on
the needs of the applications by providing them provide dynamic I/O features.
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After studying the dynamics of data movement and layout throughout the whole
storage I/O data path from the back-end storage up to the application in WP5,
techniques for exposing and exploiting data locality are proposed in this deliverable
for file mapping and also for block mapping, making the solution valid for both
HPC and BIG Data worlds. A lookup function is proposed for data-placement
discovery in order to fully co-locate data and computation in the same node, thus
avoiding data movement. This is specially important for those applications defined
as workflows, where strong data dependencies exist among processes.

The techniques proposed in this deliverable are the base ground for the work to
be develop in Tasks 4.2 and 4.3.
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